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TIC Audiovisual:   The case of the audiovisual methodology

The importance of using multiple and successful methodologies.

- Audiovisual: the tool and the method is as important as the content

- Visual WEB 1.0;        WEB 2.0: interactive and visual

- Audiovisual is an affective model

- Neuromarketing: long neuronal connections

- Satisfaction of students' goals

- Traditional school model vs Media models (some efficacy references)

- Use images with nuclear information (type 3)
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FAILURE IN THE LEARNING 
AND TEACHING METHODS

We must ask ourselves…

 Efficiency of the teacher?

 How many people would pay
money for attend to our
classes?

Must knowledge be exhausting and tired… to train
the “mental muscle”… or does it exist a pleasant
strategy to train it?

Does the technology eliminate the hard part and 
leave the attractive part of the learning?
… And is it good?
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Which is one of the most important cultural sources 

in our society?

Power of AUDIOVISUAL :

3 hours per day and person watching TV.

and more time watching PC screens...

In the last years:

- 95,3% of children between 4 and 12 years watch TV 3 1/2 h./day,  

The favourite time zone is the night between 22h. and 22h30.

(Corporación Multimedia y Asociación para la Investigación de Medios de Comunicación )
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Javi toca con Luis Miguel del Amargue

Danc.flv

Gangnam Style

Do we know the documents most viewed by our society?

https://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gangnam_Style
https://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gangnam_Style
https://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gangnam_Style
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The audiovisual model could be a 
point of reference in the
transmission of the knowledge…

The procedure, 

the method

is as important as the content!

TIC Audiovisual: A successful methodology



E-learning (PC)
M-learning (movile)
B-learning (+teacher)
Mooc (open curse)
Micro learning (miniUD)
Rapid learning
Webinar (Skype)
etc

http://www.google.es/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjI7Y6T57XSAhXIBsAKHXT5D5QQjRwIBw&url=http://technode.com/2014/11/01/china-mobile-learners/&psig=AFQjCNGYwqkUbZ1t9F9FO4nz5ovMevGWPg&ust=1488474845977426
http://www.google.es/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjC2sii6LXSAhWhIMAKHbh4AJsQjRwIBw&url=http://www.gizlogic.com/skype-nos-trae-llamadas-en-grupo-y-traductor-simultaneo/&psig=AFQjCNGe9zWv66QhiKKVAGShkcRcyTlGPA&ust=1488475120157420


TIC Audiovisual:   The case of the audiovisual methodology

The importance of using multiple and successful methodologies.

- Audiovisual: the tool and the method is as important as the 

content
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Marca: The most spanish newspaper read



The most used tool





TIC Audiovisual:   The case of the audiovisual methodology

The importance of using multiple and successful methodologies.

- Audiovisual: the support and the method is as important as the 

content

- Visual WEB 1.0;        WEB 2.0: interactive and visual
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WEB 1.0      High potential in education and research
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WEB 2.0      the interaction

http://www.facebook.com/photo.php?op=1&view=global&subj=1341225436&pid=36990&id=100000048676085
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 Exchange of knowledge: Interactive spaces, 
forums, blogs,

 Marketing strategies: ludic

entertainment dynamism ,tangible 

objectives…

 Student/customer to win over

Iconic Language

• Young people between 13 a 24 watch less TV 

End of the hegemony AV traditional (TV, cinema…)

Control of the user with a singular consumer profile.



1978

1999

2003
2007

Video.mp4

2010
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TIC

Methods / Resources / Languages

Computer / AudioVisual

Confusion between computer science & audiovisual 

convergence

Fracaso escolar    /  2 mundos escolar/calle

Misunderstanding & chaos





Models

Visual Language Written and spoken language

Función cognoscitiva/icónica, personas intermedias, caso de las mujeres buenas en la estética



The complexity of brain processes





Text

iconic





Vision = Thalamus and primary visual 

cortex (Grooved Cortex or V1) and grooved

cortical visual areas.

(V2, V3, V4, y V5). 

http://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/fb/Ventral-dorsal_streams.svg


The vision 

crosses the 

animal part of the 

person



Language are Broca and  Wernicke : left

2 joined

and distant

worlds

http://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C3%81rea_de_Broca
http://es.wikipedia.org/wiki/%C3%81rea_de_Wernicke


 Emotions : amygdala-
limbic/unconscious/automatic/fast/inherent

management

------------------

 Rational thought: neocortex/conscious/it needs time 
/learning
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Hi

-h, jjjj

Where are you?

here, and you?

Me too here, jjj

-XD XD

I hold on to this heavy : '(

SEND WHISTLES

- XD XD

What are you doing?

-Nothing and you?

I don’t do anything either jjjjj.................. ..

140 palabras max. Tuenti

-NÚMERO de palabras límite en twenti y facebook



TIC Audiovisual:   The case of the audiovisual methodology

The importance of using multiple and successful methodologies.

- Audiovisual: the tool and the method is as important as the 

content

- Visual WEB 1.0;        WEB 2.0: interactive and visual

- Audiovisual is an affective model



 Antonio Damasio

Emotional contamination in every rational decision.

 Pradeep A.K. Neurofocus

So, the questionnaires give wrong results.



Brain-on

Fabio Babiloni

Dptº. Neurofisiología

Univ. Sapienza Roma 1



Mature brain

Long connections

(Dosenbach)



TIC Audiovisual:   The case of the audiovisual 

methodology

The importance of using multiple and successful 

methodologies.

- Audiovisual: the tool and the method is as important as 

the content

- Visual WEB 1.0;        WEB 2.0: interactive and visual

- Audiovisual is an affective model

- Neuromarketing: Effectiveness making long neural 

connections. Joining distant parts of the brain, 

writing / video, emotion / rational thinking, present / 

past, fear / love, etc.
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 Planning for control the markets.

 Maximize profits.

 Manipulate the demand.

 Study of the profitable profiles.

 Cultural colonization.

 Control and globalization of the markets.

 The product es good if people buy it.

 Etc.

Efficacy of the Audiovisual for Competition: Marketing

(STRATEGIES to win the customer over )

emails



Which and how is the most read book 

in the world?

Which and how is the most popular film 

in the history?

Which is the most viewed photo?
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 How does Audiovisual achieve this power?

 What attractions does it have for the user?

 What effects does it have in our students profile? 

 Could we take advantage of this and make so 
effective resources? 



Culture and progress in linguistic sources

The school kills the creativity
Robison, K. (2005). How creativity, education and the arts shape a modern economy

Youtube: Sir Ken Robison

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zDZFcDGpL4U

http://novum.ncf.edu/uploads/JI/l4/JIl4PCOE7qdPDm6QJ4V4kg/How-Creativity-Education-and-Arts-Shape-a-Modern-Economy-by-Robinson.pdf
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What do you want to be 
when you grow up?

What solutions gives the educational

system to what problems related to

young people? 
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 What do you want to be when you grow up?

* Happiness*

- Answers of the media

- Answers of the educational system



TIC Audiovisual:   The case of the audiovisual methodology

The importance of using multiple and successful methodologies.

- Audiovisual: the tool and the method is as important as the 

content

- Visual WEB 1.0;        WEB 2.0: interactive and visual

- Audiovisual is an affective model

- Neuromarketing: long neuronal connections

- Satisfaction of students' goals





TIC Audiovisual:   The case of the audiovisual methodology

The importance of using multiple and successful methodologies.

- Audiovisual: the tool and the method is as important as the 

content

- Visual WEB 1.0;        WEB 2.0: interactive and visual

- Audiovisual is an affective model

- Neuromarketing: long neuronal connections

- Satisfaction of students' goals

- Traditional school model vs Media models (some efficacy 

references)
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What makes the strategies of MEDIA so effective?

What strategies does

the audiovisual do so 

effective?

What strategies

does the school do 

so effective?
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The strategies point to the efficacy: 

giving data, entertaining and 

accompany constantly.

The objetive is to help the construction of 

the knowledge, being boring, its purpose is

not entertaining nor accompany.

…nearbay messages, in daily

spaces, they arrive at the family

home.

On the contrary , the teacher seems to be

far away in his/her cultural  elite.

They reiterate immediate

solutions to vital questions: 

problems and their quick and easy

solutions. The happiness with the

products of the market.

The teacher provides solutions forn the

student life are since a medium and long

term vision. So it is after some decades

when the student awares the importance

of his/her training.
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The contents are reiterate from

different sources, they are not

contradictory.

It plans the scientific study of the

knowledge and the error is posible, its

speech values the effort and the tenacity.

Visual shapes reduces reading to

complementary expressions.

The traditional teacher teaches with

written text and reading.

It solves questions throught images, 

it is an self-explanatory

concreteness (on this way, the

images contain elements to explain 

all the content)

The reflexive abstraction requires a 

rational effort and deep thought. 
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They exaggerate and dramatize

their contents. It points to the field

of the sensations, the fascination

and the fantasy.

They are pointed to the logical objective

reasoning, and the analysis of data in a 

large and deep way.  It is the realism

scientific of the traditional training. 

Their shapes are very dinamic, 

agressive and plenty of spectacle. 

The reality is important, the problems are 

solved slowly, because the deep

contextualization of each phenomena.

The ephemeral and simple 

descriptions generate a surface and 

mosaic knowledge, they reorder

quickly the reality in the good and 

the bad…

There is a coordinated and deep

knowledge, with rigorous studies that

need long descriptions, complex

reflections to understand the multiple

dimensions of the problems. 
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… its narrative is disperse, chaotic, 

ubiquity, random presentation, e.g. we

can observe an earthquake and 

immediately follow a sport activity… 

The class follows a structurated, 

lineal and systematic plan (it is a 

system with documents, 

programations, etc. )

The goals’ media are economics and 

materials in a short term, with

immediate solutions (get rid of your

problems now!).

The formation, the personal 

development, the and the solutions

to the problems follow the scientific

long method.

They don´t ask for activity to their

passive audiences. It is not needed any

reflexion about these messages

because they are offered so easy and 

already “diggested”

The teacher requires activity from

his/her audiciences. These effort and 

the deep reflexion require big

concentration.
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Pointed to the heart Pointed to the reasoning

To Disarm To Arm



 Use Audiovisual strategies.

 Training with emotional strategies.



TIC Audiovisual:   The case of the audiovisual methodology

The importance of using multiple and successful methodologies.

- Audiovisual: the tool and the method is as important as the 

content

- Visual WEB 1.0;        WEB 2.0: interactive and visual

- Audiovisual is an affective model

- Neuromarketing: long neuronal connections

- Satisfaction of students' goals

- Traditional school model Vs Media models (some efficacy 

references)

- Use images with nuclear information (type 3)





AUDIOVIUSAL resource

Tipo 1 – Text.

Tipo 2 – Text decorted imagen.

Tipo 3 – Image completed with text.

Tipo 4 – Image.

Bla bla bla bla bla bla bla

bla bla bla bla

bla bla bla bla bla bla

bla bla bla bla bla bla bla bla

Bla bla bla bla bla bla bla

bla bla bla bla

bla bla bla bla bla bla

bla bla bla bla bla bla bla bla



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RnV-krW-nHw
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MpIOClX1jPE
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Educational potential 

of moving graphics



TIC Audiovisual:   The case of the audiovisual methodology

It is important using multiple and successful methodologies.

- Audiovisual: the tool & method is as important as the content

- Visual WEB 1.0;        WEB 2.0: interactive and visual

- Audiovisual is an affective model

- Neuromarketing: long neuronal connections

- Satisfaction of students' goals

- Traditional school model Vs Media models (some references)

•Clear delimitation of clear and simple objectives

• Immediate Solutions

• Direct actions to individuals in the singular

• Closeness / company

• Multimedia reiteration

• Self-explanatory vision

• Emotion / dramatization

• Entertainment

• Dynamism

• Randomness

Use images with nuclear information (type 3) 




